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Chapter 701 I Can Do It by Myself 

"..." 

Maia blushed. Her cheeks were as red as an apple, tempting Tim. 

He swallowed unconsciously. 

Having dated so many women, it was the first time he had such a magical feeling. 

"Don't stare at me!" 

Maia was embarrassed. Tim's gaze made her even more embarrassed that she couldn't even lift her 

head. 

Tim turned away, his heart pounding so violently that it would jump out of his throat any time. 

They were breathing heavily and the vibe was strange. 

Neil didn't know whether to interrupt them or no. 

He cleared his throat in embarrassment. 

... 

Realizing Neil was still in the room, Maia's face turned redder. 

Tim returned to his usual self. He asked, "When are you leaving? When you are away, who will look after 

Maia?" 

Neil glanced at Maia and said in an undertone, "I asked another doctor to take over my job. Don't worry. 

He's an expert and Maia only needs to get some rest." 

"Maia needs a good doctor. Please, do find someone trustworthy. I'll be grateful to you." 

Neil was surprised. 

"Are you a friend of Samuel?" 

Tim did not answer. 

Listening to their conversation, Maia finally knew why Nicole came here. 

"Isn't Lady Bush here for the contract?" 

"Of course not. Not everyone is a workaholic who only cares about contracts and making money. Silly 

girl." 

Tim rubbed her head, picked up the thermos and said, "I'm going to get you some hot water. If there's 

anything you need, call the nurse. Don't push yourself too hard. Do you hear me?" 

"Yeah." 



Maybe because Tim was being too gentle, or because she was still embarrassed. Maia was very 

obedient, like she had never been. She avoided looking into his eyes. Thinking about this, Tim could help 

but smile faintly. 

Neil didn't want to be the third wheel. It was better for him to leave. 

"Well, if there's any problem, the next doctor will deal with it. I've already informed him. I'm going back 

with Nicole tomorrow morning. Have some good rest and do what you have been told. Okay?" 

"Sure. Thank you, Neil." 

Maia nodded. 

Neil left the ward. 

left alone, 

If something really had happened to her, who would have taken 

brother. When she was certain he 

came back and saw Maia talking to her 

not recover, she might end up being infertile, 

her and give her a family. 

of this, Tim was 

him, Maia would 

teeth, walked in, and took a deep breath. He said with 

do you 

Maia was surprised. 

in the company. I was with Nicole when she 

a brother. He is handsome. Unlike 

her brother, Maia became excited, her face 

was somewhat jealous of her brother when seeing 

you ever thought of 

few years later. These years are important to my brother. When he graduates and 

old will you be then? You'll get married and have children 

married and having children isn't the only way 

adding some 

Maia very 



plan to join the 

soldiers, so he had a 

He wants to join the army. But I don't have money or connection. I can't help him. 

parents are martyrs. Your brother should have 

don't understand. My parents died during a top-secret mission, which involved three million dollars. The 

money disappeared upon their death. Until now, they were still suspected of absconding with the 

money. So, they weren't 

her eyes turned red and she was about 

a tragic thing happened to her, 

it to me. I will help you. I promise you that your brother can join the 

"Really? Can you?" 

Tim, her eyes filled 

much weight. 

her parents would have been wronged 

Leave it to me. You can rest assured. I'll 

bit her lower lip and asked, "Do you treat me so well because 

know 

truth was 

person. You help Nicole a lot. I should thank you on her 

"Thank you." 

Maia smiled. 

helped her 

Mr. Morty in front of Maia and 

investigate, and a 

government departments for her parents, but she couldn't get any information. Now, Tim solved it with 

a 

just guy from a rich family and their only difference was wealth. But it seemed Tim not 

Maia felt inferior. 

was as if there was a mountain 

wanted to thank Tim, but words failed her. Due to her 



How could this be? 

She found the inferior feeling so unfamiliar, so 

blanket, like a child throwing a 

want to 
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Chapter 702 Happiness Is the Most Important Thing 

Nicole stood outside the ward. Just as she was about to open the door, she saw Tim walk out. 

Tim suddenly didn't know how to confront Nicole. 

Nicole didn't expect to see him, but said with a smile, "You're here. Is Maia still sleeping?" 

"Yeah. You came to see her?" 

Tim knew he had asked a silly question. 

Of course, Nicole came to see Maia, not him. 

"Please come in. I'll go wash my face." 

Tim walked past Nicole. 

But she stopped him. 

"Tim." 

He stopped but did not turn around. 

Recalling what had happened yesterday, Nicole looked at him. She patted Tim on the shoulder and 

whispered, "I hope you can be happy. Maia is a good girl, but if you marry her without telling her the 

truth, I will feel very sorry for both of you. When Samuel recovers, I will go beg Morgan. As long as 

Morgan agrees to cure Maia, I believe that she will definitely be alright." 

Tim turned to look at Nicole, feeling stunned and complicated. 

What was he supposed to say? 

As Maia's future fiancé, Tim should be happy and should thank her. But as a man, he felt sad. 

It turned out that Nicole didn't want him and Maia to have any emotional entanglement. 

He had always been a burden to Nicole. 

After a pause, he whispered, "I thank you on behalf of Maia. But Samuel should be your priority. In the 

past, I hoped he would never wake up, but now I hope that he can recover. I once hoped I could be with 

you and make you happy. You don't want it. You and Samuel love each other so much. I wish you well." 

"Thank you for being so considerate. I will always remember you for that. Tim, you will always be a good 

friend of Samuel and me. We will do whatever we can to help you if you need. I don't want us to drift 

apart because of your relationship with Maia. You know, Samuel and I will treat you the same." 



"I know." 

Tim was upset. 

"I'm going to the bathroom. Take care of Maia." 

With that, Tim strode away. 

Nicole stared at his back, knowing that she might have hurt Tim again. She only hoped that Maia could 

make Tim happy. She wanted to see his bright smile. 

With a sigh, she went inside. 

Maia was still sleeping. 

Nicole looked at her. She was so lucky to meet Maia. 

At first, she only knew Maia was dedicated to work and her professional performance was great. So, 

Nicole promoted her to manage the company. She did not expect her to be so generous and 

straightforward. 

Nicole knew they would be good friends for the rest of their life. 

pushed away her hair from 

her eyes. When saw Nicole, she 

Why are you 

Lie down. You're sick. You shouldn't move 

her and signaled her 

Plus, I grew up in countryside. I've always been sturdy. I'll be fine 

be fine? I saw everything you did for Tim. Thank 

not a 

was not used to 

her head at 

looked at Maia and whispered, "Tim is a poor guy. He seems to be domineering. But deep down inside, 

he is lonely and sentimental. He will repay even the slightest kindness. He just doesn't know how to 

express his emotions. So please 

I just didn't want him to be taken by Alexia. By 

Maia asked. 

arrested by the police. They probably won't be 

tell Maia how Tim took revenge on Alexia. For a sunny girl like Maia, 

our 



hurry. Take your time. It's not that easy to open up new markets. Don't be anxious. Besides, Tim is here 

Nicole said. 

"Can I do it on 

Did Tim do anything 

too kind to me. I'm not 

Hearing that, Nicole laughed. 

"You think too much." 

a while, but Tim didn't return. Nicole knew 

like he probably wouldn't show up before she 

understood. Departure was 

to Maia, "I have to go back with Neil. Samuel is waiting for me. I can't stay here for too long. Your 

medical bills are covered by the company since you were hurt at work. Just rest assured and let your 

wounds to heal. As 

you, Lady Bush. I'll be 

find someone to replace 

Maia for a while before 

She didn't see Tim. 

that Tim came back the moment she left. He stood in front of the window and watched as Nicole walked 

out. It was as if she was walking out of his 

Neil were waiting for her in the 

Nicole got into the car, Gabrielle subconsciously looked at a certain room in the 

"Let's go." 

to drive. She 

Nicole closed her eyes. 

her. She couldn't ignore his burning gaze, but she couldn't and 

back to Samuel's 

for a few days, 

asleep, she 

check Samuel. When will he be able 

Nicole asked anxiously. 



need to study discuss it with other 

"Alright." 

was optimistic 

Gabrielle tug at her and said, "Don't be nervous. Neil will figure out 

"I know." 

Nicole nodded. 

brought into the operating 

excited 

Chapter 703 Who Is Lying? 

"How's Samuel?" 

Nicole quickly followed. Gabrielle knew that Nicole was worried and hurriedly asked Neil. 

Neil took off his mask, looked at Nicole and Gabrielle, then whispered, "It can't be said to be very 

successful." 

"What do you mean?" 

Nicole felt as if she had suddenly fallen into an ice cellar and she was frozen. Last time, Morgan said that 

she was at the Miller's. But why was Morgan not here now? 

Gabrielle also looked anxious. 

Neil sighed and said, "The congestion in his brain has been cleared, but I can't do anything about his 

neuralgia." 

"What do you mean? Neil, aren't you an expert in this field?" 

Gabrielle hurriedly asked. 

Neil said apologetically, "I always thought I was an expert in this field before this, but this case of Samuel 

tells me that I still overestimated myself. If he had only neuralgia, I would have been absolutely sure that 

I could cure him. But his situation is a bit complicated. At the time we were going to operate on him, his 

nerves would be a state of self-protection. If we force the surgery, he could be in persistent vegetative 

state for life, or brain dead. I can't afford to take that risk. We need to lift his hypnosis first. Because this 

hypnosis was in his mind, he developed a resistance to our treatment. Therefore, we have no way to do 

it." 

Hearing Neil's words, Nicole felt she was about to collapse. 

She had always thought that Samuel would be able to stand up after this operation. However, she did 

not expect that it would be like this. 



Gabrielle knew more about Nicole's love for Samuel than anyone else. She looked at Nicole worriedly 

and asked Neil, "Is there no other way but to remove the hypnosis? As you can see, Samuel is 

unconscious now. It might not be realistic to remove his hypnosis." 

"He was unconscious because of the pressure of the congestion in his brain. Now that we have cleaned 

up his brain congestion, he should be able to wake up for a short period of time. So, all you have to do is 

find the person who can help him relieve the hypnosis as soon as possible. Only then can we have 

hope." 

"I'll go back and look for the hypnotist!" 

Nicole hurriedly gestured. 

She still remembered that Morgan had told her the address of the hypnotist. At that time, she was 

impressed. Now, she still remembered it. 

"That's great! But you have to be quick." 

After hearing Neil's words, Nicole hurriedly nodded. 

She asked Gabrielle to look after Samuel, and took the earliest flight back to the Seapolis City. 

When she returned to the Seapolis City, Nicole's mood was indescribable. 

She loved and hated this place. But in the end, it was because of Samuel's illness that she had overcome 

the fear in her heart. 

Nicole arrived at the entrance of the hypnotist's house according to the previous address. 

When she rang the doorbell, a beautiful woman walked out. When the woman saw Nicole, she seemed 

unkind. 

"Who are you looking for?" 

"Hello, I'm looking for Dr. Andrew Harris. Is he here?" 

Nicole was glad that she still remembered the doctor's name. 

The woman frowned slightly and said coldly, "He's not here." 

"Where is he?" 

"What is that supposed to mean? You are a mute. I can only read simple sign language. I don't 

understand what you're saying. Andrew went abroad for an academic seminar. He's been gone for 

almost a week. If you want to find him, wait for him. It's said that he won't come back until a month 

later." 

the woman finished speaking, 

was a little 

come back 

what should she 



Samuel woke up now, what 

rang the doorbell again, but now no one opened the 

had no choice but to go to 

looking for 

to tell you. You'd 

"What?" 

a 

afraid of delaying Samuel's treatment. He gritted his teeth 

"What do you mean?" 

didn't understand what he 

knew that he had to 

the Seapolis City some time ago. We still feel bad about the 

now, his family said that Andrew had gone out to participate in an 

was a 

not his family. That's his tenant. Andrew is alone. He had no children and 

Nicole wished 

of Andrew's death, she would probably faint. But now she couldn't faint, she had to 

What shall she do? 

saw that Nicole did not have any intense 

Nicole shook her head. 

is dead. There is probably only one person who can remove 

"Who?" 

"Morgan." 

about this news. Now that something 

of Morgan, Nicole remembered what Morgan said to her last 

she had 

Maia or Samuel, they all needed 

going to the 

to Blair, then turned around and 



the Miller's? Do you need me to 

as Blair finished speaking, Nicole waved 

needed to solve 

Even if she 

Time was everything. 

stopping. But she never expected to see someone she hasn't seen for a long time in front of 

Allen. 

a moment, and so was 

of hesitation, Allen took the lead in 

"How's it going?" 

walked past Allen without saying anything 

the most difficult five years, but 

had happened, Nicole put everything in her 

to the door of the Miller's. After she rang the Miller's doorbell, Allen abruptly stepped 

electronic door. Seeing that there was no one 

that, she directly closed 

little anxious, but Allen didn't let 

angrily stomped on the back of Allen's 

in pain before letting 

before, but they can't go back, 

was angry, Allen straightened up and said, 

Chapter 704 Adela Is Dead 

Laurence? 

Nicole quickly shook off Allen and ran towards Laurence. However, before she could run to Laurence, he 

had already got in a car. 

Nicole quickly ran to the car, trying to catch up. But it was simply too fast. 

Allen breathed a sigh of relief when he saw that Nicole did not catch up with the car in the end. 

He came to Nicole and whispered, "Get in the car. We haven't seen each other for a long time. I'll buy 

you a cup of coffee." 



However, Nicole ignored Allen as if she didn't hear him. She looked at Laurence's car and quickly took 

out her phone to text Laurence. 

When Allen discovered that Nicole had Laurence's phone number, he couldn't help but be stunned. 

"You know Laurence? Why do you know Laurence?" 

In Allen's impression, everything that Nicole did with her work was about Samuel. Samuel had no 

interaction with Laurence. How could Nicole know Laurence? 

However, Nicole did not have time to explain to Allen. She quickly sent a message, "Laurence, I am 

Nicole. I'm at the door of the Miller's. Can you come back soon when you see this? I want to find 

Morgan, and I must see Adela." 

Laurence's phone rang. 

He glanced at it and found out that it was Nicole. After reading her message, his face turned pale. 

"Turn around." 

Laurence hurriedly asked the driver to turn around and go back. 

Seeing that Nicole ignored him, Allen hurriedly grabbed Nicole's arm again and said, "Did you hear what 

I said? Nicole, I know that you hate me because of what happened before. But you can't be here now." 

Nicole looked coldly at Allen, hoping that he would let go. But Allen did not notice Nicole's intentions at 

all. 

"Nicole, can you just listen to me once? I have never lied to you over the years, have I?" 

Nicole shook off Allen, but she fell to the ground with a thump. 

"Nicole, are you alright?" 

Allen stepped forward to help Nicole up, but was dodged by Nicole. 

At this moment, Nicole's phone rang. It was a text message from Gabrielle. 

"How is it? Have you seen Morgan?" 

"No, Morgan is missing. I need to find her as soon as possible." 

Nicole replied quickly. 

Allen finally noticed something was wrong. 

"Nicole, why don't you say anything? You don't call, but just text. Is there something wrong with your 

throat?" 

but she still didn't look at 

was no need to tell Allen 

you? How did Samuel take care of you? If I knew you're living like this, I shouldn't have let go 

could finish his words, Nicole suddenly looked up at 



of impatience, as if he was a passer-by and the past five years 

hadn't gone too far, perhaps 

a step back 

this moment, Laurence was 

got out of the car, he saw 

why are 

and restrained his emotions, saying, "Why 

has nothing to do Mr. 

speaking, he looked at Nicole 

in the car. 

Nicole was about to board the 

know each 

anything to 

disgusted with Allen's obstruction of 

did you know Nicole? 

that Allen 

know and who don't know have any relationship with you? Or do you want to explain to me why you 

had plastic surgery 

immediately 

did you know that 

still good friends. Do you have any 

to 

worried about Samuel and wanted to find Morgan quickly, but Allen had been stopping her. If it wasn't 

for the fact that she couldn't speak, 

were people from two different worlds. Most importantly, Adela 

got in Laurence's car. By the time Allen wanted to stop Nicole again, Nicole had already left with 

the back mirror, she 

between Allen and the Miller 

Allen make her 

too many questions, but she didn't have the chance or 



at Allen, he 

to be friends, but now we 

Nicole gestured. 

"I see." 

Laurence nodded. 

Laurence what had happened between Allen and her. She could only gesture, "What happened to the 

Miller family? Do you know where 

trembled, and his 

"What's the matter?" 

expression, Nicole knew that she shouldn't 

Nicole and sighed, "Adela 

"What?" 

Nicole was quite surprised. 

she saw Adela, Adela was still fine. Why did she die after a few 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 705 I Was Here for Samuel 

"You'll get into trouble here. You look very similar to Adela. No good can ever come of staying here. So 

you must leave now." 

Laurence pulled Nicole's hand, got out of the car, and directly entered the airport. 

"On the way here, I booked a ticket for you to go back to the Seapolis City. I don't know if you want to 

go back. That's all I can do for now. As you know, I'm in a humble position in the Miller family. I have no 

say in many things. If Adela was alive, I would have the chance to help you. But Adela passed away. To 

be honest, it's not within my power. The only way to protect you is to get you out of here right now." 

Laurence's words moved Nicole. 

"Although I don't know what happened here, I really need to find Morgan. Samuel can't wait any 

longer." 

Nicole gestured. 

Laurence wanted to say something else when Nicole's phone rang. 

Nicole turned on the phone and saw that it was from Blair. 

Nicole hurriedly pressed to answer the call. 

"Nicole, hurry back. There's been some progress on Samuel." 



Nicole hurriedly hung up and took the ticket that Laurence booked for her. Nicole thankfully gestured, 

"I'm leaving. If anything comes up, feel free to contact me. I'll never stand by as long as I can help." 

"I know. But I won't leave for the time being. The cause of Adela's death is unknown. I want to figure it 

out." 

Laurence was extremely sad. 

Nicole knew the relationship between Laurence and Adela. Nicole gestured to comfort Laurence, "I am 

so sorry." 

"Thank you. Here's a bottle of my blood. Maybe you can use it. I don't have time to get out of here 

recently. Take it just in case." 

Nicole knew how precious a bottle of Laurence's blood was. Although the bottle wasn't big, it was a 

token of Laurence's goodwill. 

Nicole took the bottle over and gestured, "Thank you. I really don't know what else to say except thank 

you." 

"Just forget it. Hurry up and leave. It would be best not to linger." 

"Okay, by then." 

Nicole said goodbye to Laurence and got on the plane. 

When Allen wanted to contact Nicole again, Nicole had flown away. 

Allen went to look for Laurence, but unfortunately, Allen didn't get any useful information from 

Laurence. 

When Nicole flew back to the Seapolis City, Blair was waiting for her. 

"How is it? What's the progress with Samuel?" 

Nicole hurriedly gestured. 

Blair led Nicole into the room, poured her a glass of water, and said, "Do you remember Zama?" 

"Yes." 

How could Nicole forget Zama? 

All Nicole's misfortunes were from Zama. 

is dead. Morgan has disappeared, and Samuel can't wait 

"Go ahead." 

to Zama to see if she can help us, but it's up to you. I also know a bit about your grudge with 

what Blair said, Nicole was 

she would stay away from Zama all her life. However, now that Samuel was involved, Nicole had no idea 

what to 



that Zama won't take this opportunity to do anything to 

were understandable to 

After all, we have no other way. I will go with you. If Zama does anything 

Blair smiled bitterly. 

was caught in 

was Nicole's own business, Nicole wouldn't have to think about it. But 

Blair didn't urge Nicole. 

Nicole gestured, "You can try. No matter what, there is still 

will bring Samuel 

satisfied with Blair's 

Nicole stayed at 

to Nicole and asked if Nicole had seen 

knew that Hedy might have learned 

and arrived in Land City, and 

Hedy was very happy. 

her room and thought of Zoe. She could only think of her little girl 

before dawn, 

on the stretcher and her heart 

Do you have any 

it all night before she opened 

absolutely impossible to get Zama out of jail, but we can go 

waited for the application, Nicole 

was afraid if there was an 

nor a bad thing. I really don't know what to say. It's the first time I've encountered this in all my years of 

practicing 

Neil's words, Nicole 

path, she might become a 

Neil couldn't help but 

asking. It's useless. 



Gabrielle said. 

I stand 

"No." 

and Neil was 

this was 

had one request that she 

and strongly opposed. Even Blair didn't 

there was some conflict between Nicole and Zama. What 

However, Nicole agreed. 

"Nicole, think it over." 

Nicole's hand 

gestured, "I'm fine. That's already the case. What else can I do? I'll do 

silly woman, what are you 

that it was 

Nicole's strong request, Blair brought Nicole 

first 

Zama, she felt that 

other. But now 

Chapter 706 Perhaps She Confessed Her Sins 

"Hey, are you alright?" 

Nicole anxiously gestured. 

Zama coughed for a long time before she stopped. 

Zama looked at the blood on her palm and smiled bitterly, "Do you think I deserve it? Don't you have 

anything to say when you see me like this?" 

"What happened to you?" 

Nicole didn't hit Zama when Zama was down and didn't say anything else. However, Nicole directly 

asked Zama. 

Zama was a little surprised. 

Nicole looked at Zama and gestured, "I'm doing this for Samuel." 

Zama was stunned, and then didn't say anything. Zama looked down and was absorbed in thought. 



Nicole was actually anxious, but she couldn't urge Zama. Because once Nicole did that, it meant that 

Nicole was anxious, and then Nicole would lose. 

At such a time, it depended on who could hold their horses. 

Zama looked down as if she fell asleep. Nicole was anxious, but she still closed her eyes to take a rest. 

Recently, Nicole was really too tired. Especially after flying from the Seapolis City to the Miller's and back 

again, Nicole couldn't stand it anymore. 

Nicole fell asleep from the fatigue. 

Zama listened to Nicole's even breathing and looked at her exhausted appearance. Zama's eyes blinked 

before she finally said to the guard aside, "I want to go back. If they want me to save Samuel, they 

should bring some herbal medicine in to me as I said." 

The guard took Zama away, but he didn't alarm Nicole. 

Nicole didn't sleep for long. Nicole took a nap and soon woke up, only to find that Zama had 

disappeared. 

Nicole couldn't help but curse herself. 'How could I fall asleep?' 

Nicole anxiously wanted to ask about Zama. The guard first told Nicole what Zama said and also gave 

Nicole a note, which was all about herbal medicine. 

Seeing this, Nicole didn't stay there any longer and returned to Blair with the note. 

Neil was still keeping watch on Samuel. It had to be said that thanks to Neil's help, Samuel's blood 

pressure and other body functions maintained at their best. However, everyone understood that it 

wouldn't last long. 

"How's it going?" 

Both Blair and Gabrielle were worried. 

Nicole handed the note to Blair and gestured, "This is the prescription that Zama gave me. Zama asked 

us to fill the prescription and bring the medicine to her." 

"Something's wrong! This isn't a prescription for hypnosis and neuralgia." 

Hearing Blair's words, Nicole got nervous at once. 

"What do you mean? Did Zama fool me?" 

Actually, everyone had thought about this, but Nicole was still unable to withstand it. 

Seeing that Nicole was about to explode, Blair hurriedly said, "Don't worry. Although it isn't a 

prescription for treating cranial nerve, it should be effective for you." 

"What do you mean?" 

Nicole was a little confused. 

should be the prescription 



"What?" 

Nicole was completely shocked. 

couldn't 

prescription? I don't believe 

words, 

that this is 

"It should be." 

after 

knew what Zama meant, but they 

the traditional herbal medicine according to the prescription. Blair didn't bring Samuel to prison but 

went there with Nicole. 

immediately gestured, "What does your 

with you? Didn't he 

up and kept studying 

you want to treat my voice? I only need you 

Nicole quickly wrote. 

and said, "What? Are you afraid that I 

"That's possible!" 

Nicole was straightforward. 

smile grew 

treat you. I won't treat Samuel if I can't treat you. Anyway, someone like me, I don't care 

"You!" 

fuming with 

that there could be such a mother in this 

I want to save Samuel, there's 

Zama's face. But when Nicole 

do anything for Samuel. As long as you can cure him, I don't care even if 

the pen so hard that 

the handwriting 



"What are you doing?" 

Nicole was puzzled. 

throat. I can't say my medicine is omnipotent. But if you take it as I say, you'll be able to speak in a week. 

You won't speak clearly at first. You just need to practice speaking and you'll get 

slightly shocked, not 

took a look at the herbal medicine Nicole brought and said to Nicole, "I'll tell you how to make it. 

Remember, you can't acupuncture yourself. You can ask 

Nicole nodded. 

know that you might not believe what I said, but if you don't do that, I can't do anything to you. At most, 

Samuel's treatment will take longer and he will 

was 

in Nicole's 

"Alright, I promise." 

examine him and see if you've taken 

stood up and 

being dominated by Zama like that. But she had to endure it 

expression and knew that there was no 

can't treat Samuel, I'll see 

treat Samuel tomorrow. But she wanted to treat me first. Zama asked you to give me 

and told Blair the acupoints that Zama 

"So that's the case. No wonder I don't 

used to 

was a little 

take revenge on her and torment her, so 

most people really don't dare to do acupuncture at these acupoints. However, I know that they can 

promote blood circulation and remove blood stasis. With those herbs, your voice may really 

in three days. However, my voice won't very pleasant. Zama asked me to speak 

Nicole gestured. 

Don't worry, there's no problem with 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 707 Be on Guard 



"What do you want to do? If you dare to harm Samuel, I will not spare you. Even if I would be sent to 

prison, I will make you pay the price." 

Nicole hurriedly gestured to warn Zama, but Zama suddenly threw her to the side. 

"Stop pointing fingers at me. You have got acupuncture treatment. Try to speak." 

Nicole was astonished. 

"Say something. Aren't you going to scold me? Aren't you threatening me? Come on, say it out. I don't 

have time to watch you make gestures." 

After that, Zama ignored Nicole. 

Nicole was confused. 

She was completely shocked and she did not know what to do. 

She could feel the numbness in her throat. According to what Zama said, Nicole should be able to speak 

some words now. Nicole was very happy, but she was still eyeing Zama warily. 

Zama no longer cared what Nicole thought of her. She looked at Samuel and reached out to press a few 

acupuncture points on Samuel's head. Then, her expression became somewhat serious. 

Nicole was anxious. 

She subconsciously wanted to make gestures. Thinking of what Zama said, she opened her mouth and 

said, "How's he?" 

Nicole tried her best to speak, but her voice was very low and hoarse, barely able to be heard. Nicole felt 

that her vocal cords were painful as if they were burning. 

She covered her throat with her hand in pain. 

Zama said without looking up, "If you want to speak again, your vocal cords have to be stimulated. If you 

fear of pain, you can give up now. Whether or not you can talk has nothing to do with me." 

Nicole gritted her teeth and continued, "How is he?" 

"It's not good. His nerves were badly injured, and he is in a deep hypnotic state. Laurel is hateful. She 

hates Samuel for doing anything because she didn't give birth to him." 

Nicole endured the pain and said, "But she treats Vincent very well." 

"That's different. Vincent has had no thought of his own since childhood. Compared with Samuel, 

Vincent has average intelligence, and he is a little unconfident. As long as others treat him a little nicer, 

he will treat others with kindness. Laurel treated him as her own child, and he didn't know his history. 

Therefore, he is nice to Laurel. Vincent is easier to be controlled than Samuel. Samuel is too 

independent and has a strong sense of self. And he is highly intelligent. That worries Laurel. She has 

treated Samuel with vigilance since Samuel was young. In addition, Samuel is in charge of all the 

business of the Green family. So she doesn't dare to do anything to Samuel. She is also much more 

distant from Samuel. Vincent is not capable, or Laurel will most likely let the two brothers kill each 

other. It is possible. Look what she did ruthlessly to Samuel." 



Zama rubbed Samuel's acupoints as she spoke. 

Nicole didn't know what to say. 

She didn't know much about Laurel, otherwise she wouldn't have been harmed by Laurel. Many things 

seemed reasonable and worthy of forgiveness, but now she thought that Laurel seem to have planned 

them beforehand. 

Nicole suddenly felt that Laurel was too vicious. Fortunately, Laurel was dead. Otherwise, Nicole would 

really have trouble sleeping and eating. 

After massaging Samuel, Zama sighed and said, "I can treat him, but I don't have time." 

"What do you mean?" 

Nicole was puzzled. 

said, "Perhaps I've done too much harmful 

"You will die?" 

who 

terminal cancer. I will die in a few days. Samuel's illness requires long-term acupuncture treatment. I 

don't think I can survive until he recovers. Starting tomorrow, you can bring Blair in. If there is anyone 

among the younger generation who can assume my mantle, Blair is the only one that can let me rest 

Nicole was a little slow 

want to teach 

I looked like yesterday. It's been a long time. I reckon I will 

a little 

doctor, 

treat themselves. Besides, how can I cure 

relieved? I'm finally dying. You will remember all the harmful 

you think 

of things. I don't beg for your forgiveness. I just hope that you will treat Samuel better for the 

face with some nostalgia. Her 

son, a 

my participation, you guys will be very happy. How are 

asked about the children. 

want to do? Whether your illness is true or not, I won't let the 

not surprised by Nicole's answer, but she 



going to treat Samuel. If you're 

chased 

to 

here but 

a 

Zama to treat Samuel now, 

went out and told 

little surprised, but 

watch? I'm a medical student. You know, there's no 

it. Zama is dangerous. Don't go 

Gabrielle directly refused. 

special treating 

"But..." 

I'll teach you after I 

Blair said amused 

"You promise." 

I promise. I'm going 

speaking, 

little anxious and didn't want to leave. Gabrielle comforted her, "Let's go check Zama's 

afraid that 

Nicole was slightly shocked. 

on guard against 

Nicole nodded. 

and explained their intention. And then they checked 

Zama would die soon. 

had done too much harmful things so God was 

Chapter 708 She Was So Hateful 

"Hey, are you alright?" 

Nicole was shocked, but she still asked on humanitarian grounds. 



Zama was very weak. She lay on the table for a while before she gasped for breath. She said, "I'm fine. I 

just don't have much time." 

"What do you want me to do today?" 

Nicole didn't know what other people would think. She really didn't want to sympathize with Zama, 

even if Zama saved Samuel. 

Seeing Nicole's vigilant eyes, Zama smiled, "You've always been on guard against me. Will you vent your 

hatred for me only if I'm really dead?" 

"I don't hate you, but I don't want to sympathize with you or forgive you. After all, I'm not the Virgin 

Mary. I can't sympathize with you since you had hurt me. Although I'm not happy to see your ending, I 

do vent my anger." 

Nicole did not conceal her attitude towards Zama at all. 

Zama felt very upset. 

Nicole was her daughter-in-law, though she had always refused to admit it. But now, she was dying. 

"You're right. I deserve it. I can't blame anyone but myself. However, Nicole, you still have to yield to 

me." 

"Why?" 

"Don't you feel burning pain in your throat? Do you want to know why?" 

What Zama said instantly made Nicole angry. 

"Sure enough, you hurt me." 

"Sort of. I am a ruthless woman. I have to keep a way open for retreat. I have to fulfill my wish even if 

I'm dying." 

Zama did not conceal her intentions at all. Nicole was so angry that she really wanted to hit Zama. 

"I know what you're thinking. There's no point in hitting me now. You'll just let me die early. If I die, you 

and Samuel will die with me." 

"What did you say? He is your own son!" 

Nicole never imagined that Zama would not change. Zama had been ruthless. 

Nicole grabbed Zama's collar and wished she could kill Zama with a punch. 

"My son? Has he ever seen me as his mother?" Zama said indifferently. "I'm dying, but he's still lying 

there and can't come to see me one more time. He is not my son." 

"You deserve it. If you weren't too ruthless, you wouldn't end up like that." 

"Nicole, I treated you well during the first three years of your marriage, didn't I?" 

Zama suddenly spoke. 



Nicole sneered, "Your kindness to me is to conceal your evil. What's the point talking about it now?" 

"There is no point. But in the first three years, I did want to be Samuel's mother. Regardless of that I had 

been drugging you, I did treat you well, right?" 

"Zama, what do you want to explain? No matter what you did or said, you can't deny that you are a 

ruthless woman." 

didn't know why Zama was so malicious. She just wanted to 

did you do 

Nicole's anxious looking, Zama suddenly smiled in 

my life. Fortunately, the heavens have treated my son well and let him meet you. Even though you have 

experienced so many things, you still treat him well. This is his fortune. I did nothing to him. I just had a 

small request, so I drugged him. As long as you agree to my request, I will cure him. Otherwise, if I die, 

no one will be 

are despicable! What 

Nicole was frightened. 

smiled, "I want to meet 

think 

Nicole directly refused. 

even hurt her son, so Nicole did not dare to 

had no right to meet Lucas and 

was not surprised by 

reached out to brush her hair and said, 

"You..." 

threatened to the point 

choice, because 

her own life, but she 

teeth and glared at Zama, but Zama did not compromise 

to see my grandchildren. Why can't agree 

Besides, I don't know what you will do to them. Now you remember that they are your grandchildren. 

But you didn't show any 

of me, just let me see them on a video call. 

"Yes, I refuse!" 



got up and 

wanted to stop Nicole. However, blood rushed into her throat so she 

out the prison. She 

Gabrielle saw the 

hateful. She actually 

"What?" 

looked at Blair 

said, "I've checked all the prescriptions and the acupoints she needled. She didn't have the chance to 

She is vicious. Samuel is her own son. Why is she still 

Nicole was furious. 

and said, "Don't be anxious. She must have a motive. What 

meet Lucas 

"What?" 

Blair frowned. 

"That's understandable. No matter how bad a person was, he would like see her own relatives on his 

deathbed. Zama had never been with her 

have 

so angry. Actually, 

Nicole was dumbfounded. 

lost it from the 

could not afford to 

not afford to bet on 

being threatened upset her 

did to Samuel, but none of us can afford to take this 

and 

contact Lucas and 

"OK." 

her room and took out her phone to make a video call with Lucas, she was a little nervous. She didn't 

know how to tell the 

immediately answered 



Chapter: 709 He Is a Male 

When Nicole saw Lucas' eyes blinking, Nicole knew that he must be suspicious. 

"Lucas, can I talk to you alone?" 

Nicole asked. 

Rather than letting him have a wild guess, it was better for her to explain to him now. Then he wouldn't 

worry about them and get distracted from recovering from his leg injury. 

"Alright." 

Lucas took his phone and went outside with the help of the nurse. 

"Mommy, did something happen to Samuel?" 

Lucas went straight to the point. 

Nicole nodded and said, "Your daddy had an accident and is still unconscious. However, the doctor has 

found a solution. Don't worry. We can go back soon." 

"Is it bad?" 

Lucas knitted his brows hard. 

"Fortunately, it's not bad, but it's not positive. Lucas, don't tell your sister and Joseph. They're not so 

strong..." 

"I know. Did you call today to ask me to take good care of them?" 

Lucas’ words made Nicole a bit sad. 

How fortunate she was to have such a son. 

"No, I have something to discuss with you." 

"Mommy, tell me." 

Nicole told Lucas about Zama's illness and requirements, but she didn't mention that Zama threatened 

her with Samuel. 

Nicole didn't want to leave more dark sides in his mind. They were the fact, though. If she could play 

down their seriousness, Nicole hoped that Lucas wouldn't remember them. 

Lucas pondered for a while and asked, "Can that Zama cure Samuel?" 

"Yes." 

"I'll go!" 

Lucas' words put Nicole at a loss. 

"Lucas, you don't need to come over. I'll give you a video call later. It's enough to see her on the phone. 

As for Zoe, I don't want her to see it. You know Zoe is very innocent. I'm afraid..." 



"I know, Mommy, I want to go there myself. I'm worried about Samuel. I can promise you that I won't 

tell Zoe and Joseph, but I want to see Samuel." 

Lucas sounded like begging. 

Nicole refused him with determination. 

"No way! This is too risky. She's a dangerous person. You know that. If something happens to you, how 

can I explain it to your daddy?" 

"But Mommy, if you don't agree, I will go secretly." 

"Lucas, you have the guts, do you?" 

Immediately, Nicole had her heart in her mouth. 

"So, Mommy, let me go there. Then you can rest assured, right?" 

Lucas began to pitch it to her in a gentle way. 

Feeling helpless, Nicole looked at him and said, "You want to anger me, don't you?" 

"How can that be? I pray every day that your beauty and youth will last forever." 

Nicole laughed out loud. 

"Stay young forever? Then I will be an old monster." 

happen. Most likely, 

Lucas laughed loudly. 

in a much better mood, though the worry 

with you. 

Let me go and 

and neither of them wanted to give in, which was a headache 

"My throat hurts." 

It's not good for 

up, which 

knew that she 

but you 

"Yes." 

Lucas heard her saying 

so she asked Blair to send someone to 

done, Nicole suddenly felt 



had her own 

to her. Besides she herself felt inconvenient to send them around. Especially after what happened to 

Finn, she 

now, she was eager to find her own 

thought of Maia and 

her right-hand man, would things 

so she couldn't come over 

couldn't make up her mind. She knew that she would not be able to solve this problem for 

arrived when Nicole 

to tell Nicole but 

Blair, don't wake her up. I'll 

to lie 

looked at Lucas occupying his bed and said dejectedly, "You sleep here. What about me and my 

guys get 

don't you get yourself a 

his hands around his 

"I'm a child, so 

I'll get a room for 

I'm scared and just 

Gabrielle and said like 

smiled, "Alright. Auntie Gabrielle will sleep 

"You're the best." 

Blair's face darkened. 

sleep with him? He's 

"He's just a child!" 

was confused by 

This fellow might be your son-in-law in the future. How can a woman and 

about to 

onto Gabrielle like a koala and said cheekily, "I'll tell Hedy that 



you talking 

son-in-law. Arranged marriages are illegal 

plausibly. Blair was 

don't 

rolled 

like a pedant. How come Lucas 

hugging Gabrielle 

not going to watch 

found them 

other. She did not know what was wrong with 

just one night. It'll be fine. Besides, Nicole isn't in good shape. We shouldn't wake her up this late at 

night. Let's talk about 

Blair saw Gabrielle taking Lucas' side, he couldn't help but feel 

should 

"The sofa!" 

said. When Blair gave him a look of displeasure, he 

head and said, "Go to bed. It's already very late. You 

"Who cured Mommy's throat?" 

in mind for long, but 

"It's Zama," Gabrielle whispered. 

"Oh." 

else. He took 

A night passed. 

next morning, she saw Lucas was staring at her, 

Chapter 710 This Is What I Owe Her 

"Mrs. Green, I got to go." 

It was Neil's voice. 

Nicole paused for a moment, then saw Neil and asked doubtfully, "What's wrong?" 

"Something went wrong with your friend Maia. My colleague can't handle it. I have to go back and take 

a look." 



His words set Nicole on edge. 

"What happened to Maia?" 

"I'm not too sure. My colleague didn't say it clearly. He just said it wasn't good and asked me go back as 

soon as possible. There are experts treating Mr. Green, so I won't stay. Let's catch up when we have 

time." 

Neil didn't make it very clear, so Nicole was more worried. 

All sorts of things happened at the same time, which made her feel stretched. 

"Dr. Neil, thank you for taking care of Samuel these days. I'm very grateful. I hope you can help Maia as 

much as you can, when you get there. She is my good friend and I can't leave now. Please do your best. I 

won't forget you." 

"Mrs. Green, this is my job. I won't leave your friend alone. Don't worry. Now that Gabrielle's not 

around, I won't say goodbye to her. I've booked the nearest flight and it's leaving in half an hour. I have 

to hurry. Mrs. Green, take care." 

Neil left in such a hurry that Nicole was caught off guard. 

She quickly took out a card and handed it to Neil. 

"Dr. Neil, this is for your visit. It's just a gift. Take it." 

"Mrs. Green, what are you doing? Are you humiliating me? I'm here for Gabrielle, not for money. 

Besides, connections are more important than money. If I need your help later, you can just come to my 

aid." 

"That's for sure!" 

Nicole agreed without hesitation. 

After Neil left, Nicole sent a message to Gabrielle and saw that Blair had someone carry a stretcher to 

pick up Samuel. 

"Where's Lucas?" 

Nicole couldn't help but ask when she remembered Lucas disappeared without a trace. 

"He's with Gabrielle. They went shopping. I'll carry Samuel over now. The people inside said that Zama's 

mental state is not very good today. I want her to check Samuel and find out when he will wake up." 

Hearing that, Nicole was a little worried. 

"I'll go with you." 

"You can change your clothes first. I'll wait for you outside." 

When Nicole entered the room, Blair had someone carry Samuel out. 

Dressed up, Nicole went to prison with Blair, Samuel and Lucas. 

When they arrived at the prison gate, Nicole was still hesitating, even holding onto Lucas' hand. 



Lucas smiled, "Mommy, you should wait outside. I'll be out in a moment." 

"No!" 

Nicole refused, 

Although Lucas was smiling, he didn't change his mind, as stubborn as Nicole. 

"Mommy." 

gentle, but Nicole knew that Lucas was determined to go in and 

special feeling between him 

looked at Lucas 

looked 

Nicole will wait outside with Samuel. I will chaperone Lucas in and take a look. If anything is 

way to do it 

was reluctant, while Lucas smiled and said, "OK. Mommy, 

is 

not good for Lucas. However, it was understandable since she was his 

"Alright." 

a 

choice but to compromise. She let go and watched Lucas and 

meeting Zama, but he did not ask. Lucas always had his 

the reception room. Zama was 

Lucas, her 

"You've grown taller again." 

said with 

first glance, the fact that she used to mistreat him came back to him. Then he looked at her again and 

frowned slightly, thinking that she was just 

said you wanted 

I want to 

words made Lucas 

come over. If you 

eldest son of 



Lucas acted reminded her of 

went a little 

father now. He protected Vincent the same way when he was a 

listened quietly without interrupting 

told Lucas about Samuel's childhood. She even told him a story that embarrassed Samuel. Samuel once 

peed his pants and refused to go home. He hid outside and waited for the 

bloomer in relationship. You and your mother have suffered a lot for that. When you grow up, don't be 

like him. Sometimes, you have to tell a girl you like how you feel for her. Don't hide it. Sometimes, pride 

is not that 

Zama said very kindly. 

Lucas nodded. 

Zama had seen Lucas being so 

took a close look at Lucas. Although Lucas was almost a copy of Samuel, he inherited something from 

scene when your mother just married into the Green family. Lucas, life has not been easy for 

mommy. I will. What exactly are you going 

His words stunned Zama. 

Yes! 

did she want to 

she could talk about anything. All she wanted was chatting with her 

past, she never felt that she needed kinship, but now when she was on 

want to leave this world 

so much to say to them and even wanted to take them out for a trip. She was their grandmother, but 

she never bought them 

his family might visit his grave, 

died, would anyone go 

collect 

Zama was very regretful. 

they once valued was trivial until the end of their lives. What they longed for the 

for Lucas’ head, 

atmosphere immediately became 

smile, 



were filled with tears 

like this, Lucas couldn't 

he was 


